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My grandpa is doing 

research on carbon 

footprints.



My grandpa is doing 

research on carbon 

footprints.

Carbon foot…?

Never heard of 

Never heard of it before…
it before…

It's an initiative to 

quantify the amount of

greenhouse gases 

emitted…

...during the life cycle of 

all goods and services,

from their creation to 

disposal.

It's to stop the 

catastrophic climate 

change…

Well, well!

What a rich 

person's idea!

Arisa…

The average citizens are 

just trying to get by 

every day!

We can't afford the high 

prices to care for the 

environment!

STRIKESTRIKE
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materials materials 

procurementprocurement

productionproduction distributiondistribution
Use and Use and 

maintenancemaintenance

Disposal and Disposal and 

RecyclingRecycling

But if everyone doesn't think 

about the environment…

I'm saying there's no 

room for it!

Seems like a 

problem to be 

solved…

ARGUE ARGUEARGUE ARGUE



Studies have shown that Studies have shown that 

"if you want someone to take action, "if you want someone to take action, 

it's better to make them predict it's better to make them predict 

positive vision than to punish and positive vision than to punish and 

emphasize the negative."emphasize the negative."

2012 A University College London study

Marc Guitart-Masip, Neuroscientist and psychiatrist

Yeah! You guys always scare us Yeah! You guys always scare us 

with "environmental destruction" with "environmental destruction" 

and "global warming."and "global warming."

……

You get sick 

unexpectedly, right?
I guess. It's like, 

how could this 

happen to me?

You don't realize how 

lucky you are until 

you get sick…

Wait!

Are you trying to lead 

me somewhere?!

GASPGASP

It's the same with earth being 

beautiful and peaceful. It'll be 

too late if it gets sick.

If earth was healthy, 

wouldn't everyone be more 

optimistic about the future?

So happiness is achieved by So happiness is achieved by 

being healthy, and earth is no being healthy, and earth is no 

different.different.

Well, I guess.

If you put it that If you put it that 

way, maybe we way, maybe we 

should think about should think about 

earth a little more.earth a little more.

Tell me more about 

carbon footprints.

Sure!

SMILESMILE
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Riko-chan’s STEM adventures excite me as much as a brand new dog bone!
I’m Bruno, IEEE Foundation Chief Canine, in charge of celebrating and promoting IEEE

donor-supported programs, like IEEE Women in Engineering (WIE).
Learn more about me, my humans, and the IEEE Foundation: http://www.ieeefoundation.org/brunointerview

Learn more about IEEE WIE whose global network connects over 40,000 members
in over 125 countries to advance women in technology at all points in their lives and careers. 

JOIN IEEE WIE via this link: https://wie.ieee.org/membership/join/
We encourage you to donate to IEEE WIE

to help inspire, promote, and advance women and young girls in STEM fields.
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